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ABSTRACT Decision and control in all stack scenarios comprise a key issue in the design of automated
vehicle control systems. Thus, in higher level, automated vehicles, the decision and the form of the decision
should be able to adapt to diverse, changeable, and complex scenarios, which increase the complexity of
trajectory planning. In this paper, a parameter decision framework in which the decision is described with
key parameters, rather than specific behaviors, such as lane-changing or car-following, is considered. Under
this framework, a novel trajectory planning method is proposed to implement behavior with integrated
longitudinal and lateral control, in which a nonlinear motion control model is established. The nonlinear
model predictive control (NMPC) method with terminal constraints without a predefined path form is
applied, which presents more flexibility for changeable decisions. Both the trajectory planning controller
and the overall framework are verified by simulation. The results show the validity of the controller and the
framework.

INDEX TERMS Model predictive control, trajectory planning, decision-making, integrated longitudinal and
lateral control.

I. INTRODUCTION
Automated vehicles, which consist of a hierarchical frame-
work with perception and cognition, decision-making, trajec-
tory planning, and motion control modules, have experienced
rapid developments as a result of extensive studies [1]. Except
low-cost, high-precision, and high-robustness sensing and
perceiving technology, active decision-making and trajectory
planning under complex (e.g., intersection navigation or col-
lision avoidance) and changeable (e.g., drivers’ intentions
suddenly change) traffic scenarios is of vital importance [2].
Under these scenarios, complex decisions are involved. For
example, a lane change should involve longitudinal and
lateral trajectory planning simultaneously. In the next sub-
section, the literature on decision-making and trajectory
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planning is reviewed, and then the original contributions of
this paper are discussed.

A. STATE-OF-THE-ART REVIEW AND CHALLENGES
In a hierarchical control framework, the aforementioned sub-
systems are coordinated and connected by input and output
variables. The definition of input and output variables
can greatly influence system performance and computa-
tional complexity. In decision-making problems, the com-
mon method is rule-based and includes scenario-based state
machines [3], [4] and Markov decision process models [5],
which are predefined by experts [6], [7]. Otherwise, a learn-
ing model trained by driving data is used [8], [9]. The deci-
sions in these studies are specific and predefined driving
behaviors in a finite set, such as overtaking, lane-maintaining,
lane-changing, right-hand turning, etc. [4]. Finite driving
behaviors sometimes seems to be conservative or have
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FIGURE 1. Diagram of parameter decision framework.

complicated switch rules to consider more feasible actions.
For example, an emergency forward collision condition,
despite emergency braking and emergency lane-changing
with acceleration or deceleration, can be chosen in some
situations [10], [11]. Meanwhile, the great uncertainty and
non-linearity of drivers’ behaviors can be considered [6].
Moreover, the generalization of driving decisions to non-
predefined scenarios should be guaranteed. As illustrated
above, the description of a decision could be redefined to
cover more complex decisions that can adapt to more scenar-
ios and contain more detailed information about a behavior.
In addition, a uniform definition with different decisions can
greatly increase the potential for the trajectory planning and
motion control module to execute it, even a non-predefined
decision in the aforementioned examples. With the consider-
ation that humans react in different scenarios in accordance
with specific and bounded physical driving maneuvers, sim-
ilarly, the complex decisions that are described with corre-
sponding key parameters can cover a wide range of scenarios.

Regarding the trajectory planning methods, current studies
mainly contain two kinds of models [12], [13]. Some research
tends to consider higher-level planning that considers longitu-
dinal velocity change [14]–[16] while neglecting a vehicle’s
dynamic characteristics. Other research tends to more heavily
consider a vehicle’s dynamic characteristics [12], [17], often
using a single-track vehicle dynamicmodel with constant lon-
gitudinal velocity [18]. When longitudinal velocity changes
are considered, the linear model is transformed into a nonlin-
ear model, which can greatly increase the system complexity.
Integrated longitudinal and lateral control is seldom used in
trajectory planning [10]. In addition, some research employs
predefined trajectory shapes (such as spine curves or poly-
nomial curves [19]–[22]), which are closely related to tasks
but lack flexibility when encountering different scenarios
and changeable decisions. Furthermore, the scenario-based
research illuminates the difference in input and output vari-
ables or control forms in the trajectory planning module.
For instance, an adaptive cruise-control system involves lit-
tle lateral control of the vehicle [23], and a lane-changing

controller cannot be directly applied to emergency collision
avoidance or intersection problems, although lateral control
has been involved [12]. Model predictive control (MPC) can
be a superior method for the online solution of the optimal
trajectory [24], [25]. In MPC methods, the optimal problem
can be online solved in amoving predictive horizon [26], [27],
which provides great advantages in changing the predictive
model, predictive horizon, constraints, performance index,
and even the optimal problem form. Different from the cur-
rent application with MPC-based trajectory planning, firstly,
in order to adapt to more scenarios, the model considers more
characteristics simultaneously so that it can execute different
parameter-based decisions in different scenarios. Secondly,
the process of trajectory planning is online solved without a
predefined form of trajectory, like a polynomial curve, which
brings great advantages to multiple tasks from decisions.

B. WORK AND CONTRIBUTIONS
In this work, under a parameter decision framework, a novel
trajectory planningmethod is proposed to satisfy awide range
of complex scenarios. The main contributions are as follows:
1) To fully represent a wide range of decisions in complex and
changeable scenarios, the form of decision is modified with
key parameters. 2) Under this kind of decision, the NMPC
method is used for trajectory planning because it can generate
a trajectory without a fixed form via online solving, and it
can also deal with different constraints explicitly. Thus, it can
execute various kinds of complex decisions flexibly and react
to sudden changes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the parameter decision framework is introduced as shown
in Fig. 1. Then, the trajectory planning method is described
under complex decisions. An integrated trajectory planning
and tracking controller is designed, which contains a non-
linear model that considers longitudinal and lateral dynamic
characteristics simultaneously. The MPC method is applied
with key parameters of the trajectory, rather than a pre-
defined form, which presents more flexibility for change-
able decisions. In Section III, verification of the trajectory
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planning method is carried out with comparative simulations.
In Section IV, the effectiveness of the proposed framework in
two complex scenarios is evaluatedwith parallel simulation in
Carsim. The results show the validity of both the framework
and controller. Conclusions are given in Section V.

II. PARAMETER DECISION AND TRAJECTORY
PLANNING CONTROLLER
In this section, firstly, the parameter decision framework is
introduced. Then, the trajectory planning controller, which
contains a nonlinear motion control model, is described. The
objective function and constraints change with different sce-
narios and decisions.

A. PARAMETER DECISION FRAMEWORK
Similarly to a common autonomous vehicle control system,
the proposed framework is divided into four parts, namely
perception and cognition, decision-making, trajectory plan-
ning andmotion control, and vehicle actuator modules. In this
work, we concentrate only on the decision-making, trajec-
tory planning, and motion control modules. That is to say,
the perception and cognition and vehicle actuator modules are
assumed to be already equipped. In the perception and cogni-
tion module, the vehicle perceives the surrounding environ-
ment and recognizes other traffic participants. Then, the road
information is obtained, such as lane line, velocity limit, and
surrounding vehicle movement, including information such
as driving direction (straight, opposite direction, right turn,
etc.), velocity, and acceleration.

The decision-making module outputs the key parameters
about the decision to the trajectory planning and motion
control module. The key parameters include behavior’s time,
lateral displacement, yaw rate, lateral acceleration, and head-
ing angle at terminal state, which varies with different deci-
sions and scenarios. The time, longitudinal velocity change,
and terminal position are the most important factors in the
decision. Other factors are set to promise a reasonable tra-
jectory after online solving. For example, different terminal
constraints are used to plan the trajectory for different road
types. Furthermore, the characteristics of the vehicles should
be taken into consideration. The scales and rates of control
variables are considered to ensure a smooth trajectory. The
detailed method will be shown later. As can be seen in the
simplified diagram, the planning and control in trajectory
calculation are combined without a predefined form, which
provides a more flexible framework for trajectory planning
and motion control. Meanwhile, at an upper hierarchical
level, an optimal problem is established to calculate some
parameters of a maneuver that indicates a more complex
decision.

B. NONLINEAR MOTION CONTROL MODEL
In the trajectory planning controller, a nonlinear motion con-
trol model is used. This model contains a nonlinear vehicle
model that considers the longitudinal and lateral dynam-
ics simultaneously as well as a kinematic equation. As the

FIGURE 2. Simplified diagram of single-track vehicle dynamic model.

longitudinal dynamic is considered, the single-track vehi-
cle dynamics model is transformed into a nonlinear vehi-
cle model for model predictive control when a changeable
longitudinal velocity is considered. The single-track vehicle
dynamic model is depicted schematically in Fig. 2. Here,
a rear-wheel-driven, front-wheel-steered vehicle is consid-
ered. Based on the single-track vehicle dynamics model
and a small slip angle β, the dynamic equation can be
expressed as

M (v̇y + wrvx) = Fyf + Fyr , (1a)

Izẇr = lf Fyf − lrFyr , (1b)

where M is the mass of the vehicle, vx is the longitudinal
velocity, vy is the lateral velocity, wr is the yaw rate, Fyf
and Fyr are the lateral forces on the front and each rear tires,
respectively, Iz is the moment of inertia of the vehicle about
the z-axis, and lf and lr are the distances from the center of
gravity (CoG) to the front and rear axles, respectively. The
tire slip angle in the front wheel αf and rear wheel αr can
be linearized because of the small slip angle, which can be
written as

αf = arctan(
vy + lf wr

vx
)− δf ≈

vy + lf wr
vx

− δf , (2a)

αr = arctan(
vy − lrwr

vx
) ≈

vy − lrwr
vx

, (2b)

where δf is the steering-wheel angle. A concise tire model in
the longitudinal velocity change condition is considered, and
the lateral tire force can be written as

Fyf = −Cf αf = Fyf (vy,wr , vx , δf ), (3a)

Fyr = −Crαr = Fyr (vy,wr , vx), (3b)

where Cr and Cf are the cornering stiffness values of the
front and rear tires, respectively. With the consideration of
vehicle kinematics with a geometric relationship in the global
coordinate system, the nonlinear motion control model can be
established as

ẋ = f (x, u), (4a)
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f (x, u) =



vx cosϕ − vy sinϕ
vx sinϕ + vy cosϕ

wr
a

lf
Iz
Fyf −

lr
Iz
Fyr

1
M
Fyf +

1
M
Fyr − vxwr


. (4b)

Here, x = [X ,Y , ϕ, vx , vy,wr ] is the vector of the state;
Fyf ,Fyr are the abbreviated forms with Eq. (3), which can be
calculated by state variables; u = [a, δf ] is the vector of the
control variable, a change the longitudinal velocity vx ;ϕ is the
heading angle in the global coordinate system; and X and Y
are the coordinates of directions x, y in the global coordinate
system. A simple equation about the change of longitudinal
velocity vx is considered and a lower level tracking controller
is designed to follow the expected a, which can simplify the
motion control model.

C. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
In this work, an optimal trajectory planning problem is for-
mulated. In the objective function, a smooth trajectory in dif-
ferent decisions is mainly considered. Thus, different indexes
can be considered in different decisions, and the indexes
can have different levels of importance. These indexes can
be control variables u, rate of control variables 1u, lateral
velocity vy, yaw rate wr , and terminal states such as longitu-
dinal velocity demand vT or terminal displacement demand
XT ,YT , which are output by decision-making modules.
The aforementioned parameters regarding the decision are
denoted as D. These performance indexes are not always
necessary, so an activation vector µo = {µoi |i = 1, 2, . . . , 9}
is used, which is determined by the decision-making module.
Here, µoi ∈ {1, 0} represents whether the corresponding
equation is adopted or not. In addition, the corresponding
weighting factor vector k = {ki|i = 1, 2, . . . , 9} is selected
according to the decision in a weighting factor vector set K .
Thus, the objective function can be considered as follows.
Given a decision from the decision-making module k,D, µo,
find u = [a(t0), ..., a(tf ), δf (t0), ..., δf (tf )] such that

min J =
∫ tf

t0
(µo1k1a(t)

2
+ µo2k2δf (t)

2
+ µo3k31a(t)

2

+µo4k41δf (t)
2
+ µo5k5w

2
r (t)+ µ

o
6k6v

2
y(t))dt

+µo7k7(vx(tf )− vT )
2
+ µo8k8(X (tf )− XT )

2

+µo9k9(Y (tf )− YT )
2, (5)

where k1, k2, . . . , k9 are the weighting factors in the con-
troller, µo1 and µo2, . . . , µ

o
9 are corresponding parts in the

activation vector, and vx(tf ),X (tf ), and Y (tf ) are the terminal
longitudinal velocity and displacement in the predictive hori-
zon. Here, both integral and terminal performance indexes are
considered.

D. INEQUALITY AND EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS
Furthermore, the optimization process must satisfy the con-
straints, which vary among different scenarios and include

FIGURE 3. Diagram of straight- and curved-road scenarios.

both inequality and equality constraints. The constraints in
the control variables can be summarized as

amin ≤ a(t) ≤ amax , (6a)

δf ,min ≤ δf (t) ≤ δf ,max , (6b)

where ∗min and ∗max represent the minimum and maximum
bounds, respectively. Since we establish an integrated trajec-
tory planning and tracking controller that contains longitu-
dinal and lateral velocity control simultaneously, the ground
attachment constraint in each wheel should be satisfied.
To simplify this problem, amin and amax is ±1.5 when lat-
eral motion control is conducted. Furthermore, the additional
road-segment information (e.g., speed limit) can be obtained
from the perception and cognition module or from an intelli-
gent transportation system; the constraints of speed can also
be added as

vx(t) ≤ vx,max . (7)

Similarly, whether to consider these inequality constraints
can also be determined by the decision information from
the perception and cognition module, which varies among
different scenarios. These constraints can also be activated
by µI = {µIi |i = 1, 2, 3}.
The equality constraints determine different forms of tra-

jectory, which is of the highest importance in our method.
We take straight and curved roads as examples, as shown
in Fig. 3. On a straight road, when a vehicle executes a lane-
changing decision, a receding predictive horizon problem is
applied in which the control horizon is equal to the predic-
tive horizon. Thus, the terminal conditions are given in the
following form

vy(tf ) = 0, (8a)

wr (tf ) = 0, (8b)

ϕ(tf ) = 0, (8c)

yl(tf ) = yl,f . (8d)

Here, yl is the lateral offset to the centerline of the traffic lane
line, and yl,f is the lateral offset between two neighboring
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TABLE 1. Sets for objective function, constraints, and parameters.

TABLE 2. Vehicle parameters.

traffic lane lines. Another common scenario on straight roads
is lane-maintaining. In Eq. (8), only Eq. (8d) is changed into

yl(tf ) = 0, (9)

and the predictive horizon is held at a fixed length in the lane-
maintaining scenario. These terminal equality constraints
make the vehicle able to keep its posture on the straight road
via online optimization at the end of a predictive horizon.

The lane-changing decision in a curved road-segment is
also considered, which may occur in a roundabout or other
scenarios. The receding predictive horizon method is adopted
as well, and the terminal equality conditions are changed into
the following form:

ϕ(tf ) = ϕr , (10a)

yl(tf ) = yl,f . (10b)

Here, ϕr is the reference yaw angle that can be transformed by
road curvature and vehicle position in the terminal of the pre-
dictive horizon with a predictive equation, and the terminal
lateral offset yl,f is calculated in the global coordinate sys-
tem. Similarly, the lane-maintaining decision is transformed
with a fixed and shorter predictive horizon. These equality
constraints are also activated by µE = {µEi |i = 1, 2, . . . , 5},
and a parameter such as lateral offset yl,f is included in
parameter set D.

As illustrated above, the trajectory planning problem in
different scenarios can be executed with some simple trans-
formation. The optimal problem can easily change with dif-
ferent activation-function vectors and parameter sets from the
decision-making module, which is a more complete descrip-
tion of decisions and is more adaptive to different scenarios.

TABLE 3. Sets for controller evaluation.

FIGURE 4. Different trajectories in P1, P2, P3, and P4.

To summarize, the items considered in this study are listed
in Table 1.

III. TRAJECTORY PLANNING OPTIMIZATION
CONTROLLER EVALUATION
In this section, the functionality of the trajectory planning
optimization controller is verified with scenarios that are
illustrated in Section II. The environment is established
in Carsim and jointed with MATLAB/Simulink. Two rear-
wheel-drive (RWD) passenger vehicles with internal combus-
tion engines (ICEs) and six-speed automatic transmission are
utilized as the environmental vehicles and host vehicle. The
vehicle parameters are listed in Table 2. Meanwhile, all the
optimal control problems are solved by the optimal toolbox
‘‘fmincon’’ in MATLAB 2015a, wherein the interior point
is used.
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TABLE 4. Sets for controller evaluation.

FIGURE 5. Diagram of straight- and curved-road scenarios.

FIGURE 6. Simulation results in controller validation.

First, different trajectories generated with different param-
eters are implemented to verify the functionality of the tra-
jectory planning optimization controller. The parameters D
are shown in Table 3; the results are shown in Fig. 4. This
indicates that different trajectories can be generated, such as
lane-maintaining (P1), lane-changing (P2), right turning (P3),
and turning around (P4).

Secondly, the lane-maintaining and lane-changing maneu-
vers are implemented on joint straight and curved roads,
which are set as shown in Fig. 5. a, b, c, and d are road

segments, and A and B are lane-changing maneuvers’ points.
Before the host vehicle reaches point A, the host vehi-
cle keeps the lane. After the vehicle has changed lanes at
point A, a lane-maintaining maneuver is executed as the
vehicle travels along the straight and curved road segments
until the vehicle reaches point B, then, another curved-road
lane change is executed. As we can seen in this process,
when the host vehicle approaches the end of the straight road
segment, the terminal position is on the curved road in the
predictive horizon. Thus, the optimal problem is changed
with the position and road type, as with other conditions,
which indicates another advantage of this controller. The
activation vectors µo, µI , and µE and parameters D in the
simulation are shown in Table 4. The foregoing covers deci-
sions such as lane-changing with acceleration and deceler-
ation, lane-maintaining with acceleration and deceleration,
and road-form change during lane-maintaining. The planning
task changes between lane-changing and lane-maintaining.
The optimal problem for trajectory planning under different
decisions can be summarized as

min J =
∫ D2

0
(k1a(t)2 + k2δf (t)2 + k31a(t)2

+k41δf (t)2)dt + k7(vx(tf )− vT )2,

s.t. ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t), t),

amin ≤ a(t) ≤ amax , δf ,min ≤ δf (t) ≤ δf ,max ,
vy(tf ) = 0,wr (tf ) = 0,
ϕ(tf ) = 0, yl(tf ) = yl,f .

for P(tf ) ∈ Rac;

ϕ(tf ) = ϕr , yl(tf ) = yl,f .for P(tf ) ∈ Rcd .

(11)

where P(tf ) = (X (tf ),Y (tf )) is the position at the end of
predictive horizon. Rac and Rcd are the straight and curved
road segments, respectively.
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FIGURE 7. Diagram of emergency collision avoidance.

The width of a lane is 4 m, and the radius of the curved-
road segment is 50 m. The time for lane-changing is fixed at
2.5s, and the times for straight and curved road segments are
1s and 0.5s, respectively. The simulation results are shown
in Fig. 6. To reduce the difficulty of obtaining a solution,
the velocity demand is added to the objective function rather
than a terminal constraint. Hence, the velocity change in
different situations is slightly different because of the opti-
mal solution. Upon making different decisions in different
road segments, the trajectory planning optimization con-
troller was demonstrated to be compatible with a wide range
of situations, which shows the effectiveness of the trajectory
planning controller.

IV. SYSTEM FRAME EVALUATION UNDER
COMPLEX SCENARIOS
Two typical scenarios are considered in this section. One
is an emergency collision avoidance scenario, and the other
is encountering an un-signed intersection, that is, an inter-
section with no traffic lights, road markings, or signs indi-
cating right-of way. These scenarios have conflict points
in the path between the environmental vehicles and host
vehicle [28]. The potential conflict is calculated with a pre-
diction method [29]. The intersection area is defined [30].
The rules-based method is applied [31]. Similar problems
are usually solved by a time-scheduling problem through
conflicts [32]–[35]. Thus, the optimal decision-making prob-
lem is established with a time-scheduling problem through
conflict points.

A. EMERGENCY COLLISION AVOIDANCE
The diagram of an emergency collision avoidance scenario
in a two-way lane is shown in Fig. 7. The preceding vehi-
cle executes emergency braking with a braking deceleration
of −6m/s2 from an initial velocity of 60km/h. The host
vehicle follows the preceding vehicle at the same velocity
and proper distance. In current autonomous vehicle control
systems, the host vehicle will execute emergency braking the
same as the preceding vehicle in most cases. In some cases,
however, such as a scenario in which there is no vehicle in the
oncoming lane or the distance between the oncoming vehicle
and host vehicle is sufficiently far, an alternative decision is
that the host vehicle takes a collision avoidance path as shown
in Fig. 7. The decision varies based on the different running
conditions of the oncoming vehicle. Because the oncoming

vehicle and host vehicle have a conflict point in themovement
point c, such a problem is transformed into a timing problem
in that vehicles pass the conflict point with a time difference.
If the host vehicle executes an emergency collision avoidance
maneuver, the larger time difference can increase safety but
may influence passenger comfort in the host vehicle. The
remaining time for the vehicle in the oncoming lane to reach
the collision point is used to decide the safety level in this sce-
nario. Meanwhile, the lane on the other side of the road is not
a common lane for the host vehicle. Thus, if the host vehicle
takes a collision avoidance path, the vehicle will first execute
a lane change, then overtake the preceding vehicle, and finally
return to the previous lane. As we can prove through experi-
ments and analysis, the time of the lane-changing maneuver
is the key influencing factor in longitudinal displacement.
Considering an emergency scenario, the time of lane change
is set as t1 = 2.5 s, and we choose the velocity of the host
vehicle at the end of the lane-change maneuver to be vh,1,
the time in the oncoming lane to be t2, and the velocity of the
host vehicle before the host vehicle returns to the previous
lane to be vh,2. Then, the optimal problem is established as
follows: Find u = [ν,4vh,1, t2,4vh,2] such that

min J = u(1) ∗ (ks1,1tr + ks1,2(
u(2)
t1
+
u(4)
u(3)

))

+ (1− u(1)) ∗ |ah|,

s.t. tr > tr,min, vh,1 ≤ vmax , vh,2 ≤ vmax ,

u(3) ≥ 0,4vmin ≤ u(2) ≤ 4vmax , (12)

where vh,1 = vh,0 + 4vh,1 and vh,2 = vh,1 + 4vh,2; ν ∈
{0, 1} is the decision of whether the host vehicle executes
emergency braking or an emergency lane-change maneuver,
tr is the time difference between the two vehicles, which has
a limit tr,min to ensure safety, ah is the brake acceleration
of the host vehicle when it chooses to execute emergency
braking, and ks1,1 and ks1,2 are weighting coefficients. Here,
the movements of environmental vehicles are just simple
predictions in kinematics. The road segment’s speed limit is
considered as well. Furthermore, the duration in the other
lane, t2, should be positive. Then, the key parameter output
by the decision-making module can be expressed as

D =

 1 t1 vh,1 0 0 80 0 − 2
1 t2 vh,2 0 0 80 0 d2 2
1 t3 − 0 0 80 0 − −2

,
(13)
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TABLE 5. Scenario 1 parallel simulation condition.

where t1, t2, and t3 are the times of sequential maneuvers,
the subscripts correspond to three maneuvers, and t1 = t3 is
the time for lane-changing. Additionally, d2 = 1s1,2 + s2 +
ssafe is the displacement when the host vehicle returns to the
previous lane, 1s1,2 is the relative displacement between the
preceding vehicle and host vehicle, s2 is the displacement of
the preceding vehicle at the end of t2, and ssafe is the safe
distance between the two vehicles. Finally, v1,h and v2,h are
the expected velocities of the corresponding maneuvers. The
activation vector is decided according to the scenario and the
decision parameters. This optimal process will continue until
the host vehicle has returned to the previous lane, and thus
the dimensions of the parameters will decrease.

In simulation, the initial distance between vehicles O1
and O3 varies from 150m to 270m. In the initial situation,
the vehicles O1 and O2 have the same initial velocity of
60km/h. Then, vehicle O2 brakes suddenly with a decelera-
tion of−6m/s2. The initial velocity of vehicle O3 is 40km/h;
it may maintain its velocity, decelerate, or have the intention
to accelerate for the reason of not noticing the maneuver of
vehicle O1 or a driver’s personalized factor. We have only
listed some typical conditions for evaluation in Table 5. Other
situations, such as if the vehicle O3 lowers its velocity or if
the initial distance d3 is large, can be similar to P4. The
simulation results are shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. In these
situations, different decisions are implemented. In condition
P1, as the initial distance is too small, the vehicleO1 executes
emergency braking. In condition P2, the vehicle O3 does
not notice the vehicle’s overtaking maneuver, so the decision
changes after the vehicle O3 accelerates from overtaking to
emergency braking. In condition P3, the distance between
vehicles O1 and O3 is far enough for overtaking; thus, in this
process, vehicle O1 maintains its velocity. In condition P4,
because of the driver’s factor, vehicle O3 accelerates, but the
distance is still sufficient for overtaking. To ensure safety,
vehicle O1 accelerates as well. As can be seen in Fig. 10,
the colored areas represent the situations in which vehicles
O1 and O2 or O1 and O3 are in the same lane. Vehicle O2 is
in the right-hand lane, whose lateral offset is−2, and vehicle
O3 is in the left-hand lane, whose lateral offset is 2. When the
lateral offset of vehicle O1 is less than −0.5, it is assumed to
be in the right-hand lane. When the lateral offset of the same
vehicle is greater than 0.5, it is assumed to be in the left-hand
lane. Simulation shows that in the optimization of decision-
making, the safety criterion is satisfied with changeable deci-
sions with a uniform trajectory planning controller.

B. UN-SIGNED INTERSECTION
The host vehicle makes a left-turn maneuver when there
are some other vehicles in other lanes. In this situation,

FIGURE 8. Steering angle, acceleration, and lateral offset in different
conditions.

FIGURE 9. Velocity profiles of vehicles O1, O2, O3 in different conditions.

three conflict points are taken into consideration. To avoid
collision, the timing sequence to the collision points should
be managed. The relevant simplified diagram is depicted
in Fig. 11, in which two lanes are drawn when in actuality
there are four lanes in each direction. It should be emphasized
that this method should only be applied in the situation in
which there are more than three lanes in each direction,
because it is more suitable for the intersection scenario to be
simplified as a timing problem when the number of lanes is
less than three. The vehicles O1,O2, and O3 are the vehi-
cles in these lanes. The expression oo = [oo1, oo2, oo3]
where ooi ∈ {0, 1} represents the situation in which there
is a vehicle in each lane or not. Three conflict points are
taken into consideration as possible constraint points. Thus,
the times to these points are control variables. When there
is no vehicle in the lane or there are none in the oncoming
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FIGURE 10. Longitudinal displacement of vehicles O1, O2, and O3 in
different conditions. The light-green-colored area represents vehicles O1
and O2 both being in the right-hand lane, the light-yellow-colored area
represents vehicles O1 and O3 both being in the left-hand lane, and the
light-red-colored area represents vehicles O1 and O2 both being in the
right-hand lane.

FIGURE 11. Diagram of crossroads with no traffic lights.

direction, the corresponding control variables are neglected.
The position of the host vehicle is calculated and represented
as op = [op1, op2, op3], where opi ∈ {0, 1} represents
whether the host vehicle has passed the corresponding point.
Thus, the dimension of control variables is n = sum(oo · op).
Taking n= 3 as an example, the decision problem is estab-
lished as follows: Find u = [th,1, th,2, th,3] such that

min J = ks2,1 ·
3∑
i=1

u(i)+ks2,2 ·
3∑
i=1

(
si−1
s
·

3∑
i=1

u(i)−u(i))2

+ ks2,3 · (
s
vh
−

3∑
i=1

u(i))2+ks2,4 · (
s
vr
−

3∑
i=1

u(i))2,

s.t. (
∑i

j=1 u(j)− toi )(
∑i

j=1 u(j)− toi ) ≥ 0,

u(i) ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, 3, (14)

where th,1, th,2, and th,3 are time intervals between the three
conflict points. Because there is no centerline in the area
of the intersection, the original reference centerline (straight
road) is defined to calculate the distance si(i = 1, 2, 3)
between these phases, and s =

∑3
i=1 si; vh is the current

velocity of the host vehicle; vr is the expected velocity in the
intersection; and ks2,1, ks2,2, ks2,3, and ks2,4 are the weights
of each performance index. The objective function considers
the total time, time distribution, and comfort. The variables
to1 , to1 , to2 , to2 , to3 , and to3 are the time intervals for vehicles
O1,O2, and O3 to reach and leave the conflict point in the
path for the host vehicle. These constraints are set to ensure
safety. When th,1 > to1 , the oncoming vehicle will pass the
collision point first. Otherwise, the host will pass the intersec-
tion before the oncoming vehicle. As turning is a continuous
behavior, the decision is merged when the decision indicates
that there is no interaction in the phase of behavior. Thus,
when there is no stopping and another conflict point should
be considered, the parameterD about themerged decision can
be expressed as

D =
[
1
∑3

i=1 u(i) − − L0 45 π/2 L0 −
]
, (15)

where L0 = 9/16 · L, L = 32 is the length of the square
crossroad area.

TABLE 6. Scenario 2 parallel simulation condition.

In the right-turn intersection scenario, the sets of paral-
lel simulation conditions are listed and labeled in Table 6.
Similarly, the steering angle and acceleration in Scenario 2
with different conditions are shown in Fig. 12. In condition
S2-1, the vehicles O1, O2, and O3 are sufficiently far from
the intersection. Therefore, the host vehicle O0 decelerates
first and then maintains its speed when in the intersection.
In condition S2-2, the distance of vehicle O0 is just beyond
distance of vehicle O1 to the intersection. Therefore, vehicle
O0 maintains its speed and even slightly accelerates to ensure
safety with the intention of driving through the intersection
in front of vehicle O3. In condition S2-3, vehicle O0 decel-
erates when approaching the intersection. Vehicle O2 has the
intention of accelerating at 1.5 s, and vehicle O0 accelerates
because vehicle O0 is closer to the intersection. The paths of
the three conditions are shown in the upper left of Fig. 13.
The remaining time to reach each conflict point of these
vehicles is calculated to show the time series. The colored
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FIGURE 12. Steering angle and acceleration in Scenario 2 with different
conditions.

FIGURE 13. Trajectory of vehicle O0 in different conditions is shown at
upper left. Remaining times of vehicles O0, O1, O2, and O3 to reach the
conflict points in different conditions are shown in the other three
subplots. The light-green-, light-yellow and light-red-colored area in each
subplot represents vehicles O0 and O1 being in one lane, vehicles
O0 and O2 being in one lane, and vehicles O0 and O3 being in one lane.

areas represent that two vehicles are in the same lane. Simu-
lation shows that the trajectory planner can calculate the opti-
mal trajectory in different scenarios and conditions, which
indicates that it can adapt to more complex and changeable
decisions.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, to expand the adaptive range of automated
vehicles in multiple scenarios, a novel trajectory planning
method under a parameter decision framework is proposed.
The decision behavior is represented by several key param-
eters that are related to trajectory and can be applied to the
trajectory planning and motion control module in multiple
scenarios. The MPC method, with a nonlinear motion model
and terminal constraints, is applied, which can plan longitudi-
nal and lateral trajectory via online solving. The effectiveness
of the trajectory planning method is verified by comparative
simulations. In addition, the overall framework is tested in

two complex scenarios with parallel simulation. Results show
the validity of both the framework and controller.

In future works, an automated method of devising a
scenario and forming an optimal decision-making problem
will be explored. Machine-learning methods will mainly be
considered in the development of this automated method.
Furthermore, the automated vehicle behavior in a multi-agent
environment in which agents behave interactively will be
studied. The behavior of other vehicles should be considered
as well. Finally, the vehicle model in this paper considered
only a simple tire model. More complex tire models should
be considered in the future, which will increase the difficulty
of solving the optimal problem. Thus, fast-solving algorithms
should also be investigated.
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